The history of Japanese painting as we know it dates from the Asuka period (522-646), when the Japanese first came into close contact with the continent. In the sixth century they took up Buddhism with enthusiasm and with it many of the outward appearances of Chinese civilization. During succeeding centuries they were conscious of changes on the mainland and often were affected by them. But the importance of the mainland influence has been exaggerated by both Western and Eastern scholars. Neither in thought nor in painting did the Japanese slavishly imitate the Chinese. They had already in the sixth century a pattern of culture which they had developed over hundreds of years, and they did not discard it for a new one but rather selected and adapted what they found good or attractive in Korea and China. It is true that the course of religious painting in Japan from the sixth to the fourteenth centuries follows in a general way Buddhist painting in China. The monochrome landscape school as brought to Japan by Zen Buddhism is derived from Sung landscape but becomes quite a different thing in Japan.
Japanese religious painting included a wonderful tradition of portraiture, and in the details of the Buddhist paradises and scenes of the life of Buddha there are intimations of what we call genre; landscape in backgrounds very early takes on a local character.
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dhism which stressed the virtues of contemplation. The most famous master of this school in Japan was Sesshu (1420-1506), and there were many others who painted ink landscapes.
They are usually landscapes with trees or temples done in detailed brushwork and masses of mountains in the background done in ink washes. They manage with comparatively little detail to give a suggestion of depth, distance, and great grandeur. This school did not confine itself to landscapes but also painted birds, plants, priests, and holy men. It had a tremendous effect on painting in its day, and its influence has carried on down to the present time.
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